Considerations regarding the application of capillary optics to medical radiography.
The generation of monoenergetic or quasimonoenergetic x-ray spectra has been accomplished by several methods including the use of K-edge filtration, characteristic radiation, crystal monochromators, and multilayer mirrors. In this paper some practical questions are discussed regarding the possibility of obtaining narrow-band spectra using x-ray reflection in glass capillary optics which have been reported recently in connection with the focusing and generation of parallel x-ray beams. Derivation of formulas for double and triple reflection with and without additional K-edge filtration imply that these methods are superior to the use of filtration alone. It is shown that the double reflection scheme is most sensitive to the angular divergence of the beam emanating from the capillary array used to generate the incident parallel beam. Simulations using three reflections predict output spectra which are relatively insensitive to blurring due to angular divergence. A small amount of K-edge filtration in combination with three reflections provides considerable sharpening of the x-ray spectrum. Aside from the spectral selectivity provided by the capillary array, the reduced divergence of the primary transmission may have advantages for scatter rejection in situations where the air gap between the patient and detector is increased by an amount consistent with the resolution requirements of the application. In parallel beam situations, the use of capillary arrays between the patient and detector may also be useful for the rejection of divergent scattered radiation.